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Abstract
Two stochastic representations of multivariate geometric distributions are ana-
lyzed, both are obtained by lifting the lack-of-memory (LM) property of the
univariate geometric law to the multivariate case. On the one hand, the narrow-
sense multivariate geometric law can be considered a discrete equivalent of the
well-studied Marshall-Olkin exponential law. On the other hand, the more gen-
eral wide-sense geometric law is shown to be characterized by the LM property
and can differ significantly from its continuous counterpart, e.g., by allowing for
negative pairwise correlations.
For both families of distributions, their d-dimensional exchangeable subclass
is characterized analytically via d-log-monotone, resp. d-monotone, sequences
of parameters. Using this reparameterization, the subfamilies of distributions
with conditionally i.i.d. components in the sense of de Finetti’s theorem are de-
termined. For these, a third stochastic construction based on a non-decreasing
random walk is presented. The narrow-sense family is embedded in this con-
struction when the increments of the involved random walk are infinitely divi-
sible. The exchangeable narrow-sense law is furthermore shown to exhibit the
multivariate right tail increasing (MRTI) dependence.
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1. Introduction
The univariate geometric (resp. exponential) law is well known to be the
only discrete (resp. continuous) distribution obeying the lack-of-memory (LM)
property. Multivariate extensions have been studied in both cases. In the ex-
ponential case, an analytical derivation based on the multivariate continuous
local LM property and probabilistic derivations based on exogenous exponen-
tial shock models are provided in [25]. All derivations are shown to lead to the
same distribution. In the geometric case, multivariate extensions obtained as the
waiting times for outcomes in a sequence of multinomial trials are introduced in
[2]. In particular, [2] defines “a general multivariate geometric distribution” and
presents a link to the Marshall-Olkin multivariate exponential distribution via
multivariate geometric compounding of exponential random variables. Whereas
[2] deals with probabilistic constructions of the multivariate geometric law, [26]
and [29] are concerned with analytical derivations based on the LM property.
[29] develop new classes of multivariate discrete survival functions adapted from
monotonic behavior of a multivariate failure rate. In the process, they identify
the families of multivariate geometric distributions with no-aging characteristic.
Using the notation of this reference, survival functions belonging to both the
IFR3 and DFR3 classes are precisely the survival functions satisfying the mul-
tivariate discrete local LM property. The results of [26] imply that, in contrast
to the exponential case, the class of geometric distributions obtained using an
exogenous fatal-shock model in the sense of [25], where the exponential shocks
are replaced by geometric ones, does not comprise all solutions to the functional
equation corresponding to the multivariate discrete local LM property. There-
fore, they subdivide the set of multivariate geometric distributions into GN and
GW , abbreviating “narrow-sense” (N ) and “wide-sense” (W), respectively. The
fact that the geometric law requires a finer treatment compared with the ex-
ponential law is emphasized in [26]: “the structure of families of multivariate
geometric distributions is more complicated and more interesting than is the
structure of families of multivariate exponential distributions.”
In the recent literature, some attention has been drawn to the exchange-
able and extendible subfamilies of multivariate distributions. In general, it is
very difficult to verify analytically that a d-variate function F is a probabi-
lity distribution (resp. survival probability) function. The major difficulty is
to prove rectangular inequalities that guarantee positivity of the probability
measure. The restriction to permutation invariant functions, corresponding to
exchangeable probability distributions, can facilitate this task and lead to stun-
ning mathematical links. For instance, if F is parameterized by a univariate
function f , i.e. F = F (f), the rectangular inequalities for F might translate into
convenient analytic properties of f . These analytic properties might provide an
illuminating loop back to probability theory and shed light on the probabilistic
construction of F . In this spirit, [18, 24, 27, 28] characterize Archimedean copu-
las via monotonicity properties of their generator function. The latter is shown
to be a characterizing transform of a univariate probability law which appears in
the construction of Archimedean copulas. Similar results are known for spher-
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ical and elliptical distributions, see [11], p. 26 ff., and [19, 35]. [22, 23, 30, 31]
provide a link between Marshall-Olkin exponential distributions and completely
monotone sequences. Relying on the results of [14], the references [22, 23] re-
veal astonishing interrelations with the theory of Le´vy subordinators. A rigorous
study of the exchangeable subsets of GN and GW discloses similar interesting in-
terrelations with completely monotone sequences, random walks, and infinitely
divisible laws. The present article contributes to the existing literature in the
following way:
• Stochastic models with limited memory: It is shown that the family
of general multivariate geometric distributions defined in [2] comprises
precisely all solutions to the functional equation corresponding to the local
discrete LM property and, thus, coincides with GW (see Theorem 2.6).
Further, GN forms a proper subset of GW . The survival functions for
both families are computed in closed form (see Theorem 2.5).
• Exchangeable subclasses: The exchangeable subclasses are rewritten
in terms of parameter sequences, truncated versions of which determine
all lower-dimensional marginal distributions (see Remark 3.2). The set
of d-dimensional exchangeable wide-sense distributions (GW,X ) is char-
acterized by d-monotone sequences (Md), and the set of d-dimensional
exchangeable narrow-sense distributions (GN ,X ) is characterized by the
(newly introduced) stronger notion of d-log-monotone sequences (LMd)
(see Theorem 3.5).
• Subclasses with conditionally i.i.d. components: Starting from a d-
variate exchangeable distribution, we investigate whether the distribution
in question can be obtained by truncation of an infinite exchangeable se-
quence. This is solved analytically and corresponds to extendibility of the
parameter sequence to a completely monotone sequence (M∞), respec-
tively to a completely log-monotone sequence (LM∞) (see Corollary 4.1).
For both the extendible wide-sense (GW,E) and the extendible narrow-
sense (GN ,E) families, a stochastic model with components that are i.i.d.
conditioned on a non-decreasing random walk is constructed (see The-
orem 4.6 (Esary and Marshall (1973))). In the universe of this model,
the GN ,E -distribution arises as the proper subclass constructed by ran-
dom walks with infinitely divisible increments. A natural link between
LM∞ and infinitely divisible distributions is established (see Proposi-
tion 4.4 (Gnedin and Pitman (2008))). Interconnections with the results
of [12, 13] on random integer partitions are highlighted.
• Dependence properties: Pairwise correlations are computed for both
the wide- and narrow-sense geometric distribution (see Lemma 5.1). In-
terestingly, the wide-sense geometric distribution allows for negative cor-
relations, whereas the narrow-sense geometric distribution can only model
non-negative correlations. The exchangeable narrow-sense as well as the
extendible wide-sense distributions are shown to exhibit the MRTI prop-
erty (see Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 5.8).
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• Relations between subfamilies: The following Venn diagram illus-
trates the relations that we identify between subfamilies of GW,X . In
Figure 1: Characterization of multivariate exchangeable geometric distributions.
G
W,X
=ˆ Md (allows for negative pairwise correlations)
G
W,X MRTI positive dependence
conditioned on a random walk
i.i.d. representation
G
N ,X
=ˆ LMd
G
W,E
=ˆ M∞
conditioned on a random walk
i.i.d. representation
G
N ,E
=ˆ LM∞
with infinitely divisible increments
dimension 2, and only in dimension 2, the inner sets agree, i.e.
GN ,E= GN ,X= GW,E= GW,XMRTI = GW,Xwith non-negative correlations,
and form a proper subset of GW,X .
2. Multivariate geometric distributions with limited memory
This section derives multivariate extensions of the univariate geometric dis-
tribution satisfying the local discrete LM property. To this end, we consider
random variables τ taking values in N := {1, 2, . . .} and denote N0 := {0} ∪ N.
The following definition is included for the sake of clarity.
Definition 2.1 (Discrete survival function). For d ∈ N, the multi-indexed
sequence {F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 is called a discrete survival function if there ex-
ists a probability space (Ω,F ,P) supporting an Nd-valued random vector (τ1, . . . , τd)
such that
F¯n1,...,nd = P(τ1 > n1, . . . , τd > nd), n1, . . . , nd ∈ N0.
A prominent example of a distribution on N and the univariate starting point
of the present investigation is the geometric law.
Example 2.2 (Geometric distribution). Let p ∈ [0, 1). Considering a se-
ries of i.i.d. Bernoulli distributed random variables Z1, Z2, . . . with success prob-
ability 1−p, i.e. P(Z1 = 1) = 1−p = 1−P(Z1 = 0), we denote by τ := min{n ∈
N : Zn = 1} the first time of success. The distribution of τ is called geometric
and denoted by Geo(1 − p). Its corresponding survival function {F¯n}n∈N0 is
given by F¯n := P(τ > n) = pn, n ∈ N0.
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As already mentioned, the geometric distribution is the only distribution on N
satisfying the discrete LM property F¯n+m = F¯n F¯m, n,m ∈ N0. This renders
the geometric distribution a discrete equivalent of the (continuous) exponen-
tial distribution. Moreover, it is easy to see that the geometric distribution is
min-stable in the following sense: if τ1 ∼ Geo(1 − p1) and τ2 ∼ Geo(1 − p2)
are independent, then min{τ1, τ2} ∼ Geo(1 − p1 p2). This is another property
shared with the exponential law. Considering limiting cases, τ ∼ Geo(1) im-
plies τ = 1 almost surely. Further, a distribution with a point mass at infinity
is conveniently interpreted as Geo(0).
A first multivariate extension of the geometric law, preserving the local dis-
crete LM property, is obtained using a discrete analogue of the Marshall–Olkin
exponential shock model, see [25], where the exponentially distributed shocks
are replaced by geometric ones. The resulting distribution is referred to as a
multivariate geometric distribution in the narrow sense (GN ). In the continuous
case, the Marshall–Olkin exponential shock model generates precisely the class
of all multivariate exponential distributions satisfying the local continuous LM
property. However, the family of multivariate geometric distributions satisfying
the local LM property has a more complicated and richer structure. In particu-
lar, it contains distributions which can not be obtained using a discrete analogue
of the Marshall–Olkin model.
As a second multivariate extension of the geometric law, we study a multi-
variate geometric distribution introduced in Section 4 of [2]. We prove that this
class of distributions comprises all solutions to the functional equation corre-
sponding to the local discrete multivariate LM property. Consequently, it forms
a proper superset of the parametric family of narrow-sense geometric distribu-
tions. Adopting the terminology of [26], geometric distributions obtained using
the Arnold model will be called geometric in the wide sense (GW).
Definition 2.3 (Narrow- and wide-sense multivariate geometric law).
(N ) Let pI ∈ [0, 1], ∅ 6= I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, with
∏
I:k∈I pI < 1 for k = 1, . . . , d, be
given parameters. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space supporting a collec-
tion {EI}∅6=I⊆{1,...,d} of independent geometric random variables, where
EI ∼ Geo(1 − pI). Define the random vector (τ1, . . . , τd) by
τk := min{EI : k ∈ I}, k = 1, . . . , d.
The distribution of (τ1, . . . , τd) is called multivariate narrow-sense geomet-
ric with parameters p := {pI}∅6=I⊆{1,...,d} and is denoted by GN (p).
(W) Let p˜I ∈ [0, 1], I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, with
∑
I p˜I = 1 and
∑
I:k/∈I p˜I < 1 for
k = 1, . . . , d, be given parameters. Consider an experiment with 2d possi-
ble outcomes I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, each of which occurs with probability p˜I . The
experiment is run repeatedly in independent and identically distributed tri-
als. Further, let {E˜I}I⊆{1,...,d} be a collection of random variables, where
E˜I represents the number of the experiment which first yielded the outcome
I. Define the random vector (τ1, . . . , τd) by
τk := min{E˜I : k ∈ I}, k = 1, . . . , d.
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The distribution of (τ1, . . . , τd) is called multivariate wide-sense geometric
with parameters p˜ := {p˜I}I⊆{1,...,d} and is denoted by GW(p˜).
Remark 2.4 (Comparing the stochastic models).
(N ) In the case of a narrow-sense geometric distribution, each component τk,
k = 1, . . . , d, is defined as a minimum over 2d−1 independent geometric
random variables indexed by the subsets ∅ 6= I ⊆ {1, . . . , d} with k ∈ I. By
min-stability of the geometric law, τk is Geo(1 −
∏
I:k∈I pI)-distributed.
The condition
∏
I:k∈I pI < 1 ensures that τk is almost surely finite. The
case where at least one τk is almost surely 1 can be excluded by requiring
pI 6= 0 for all I. The dependence between the components results from the
overlapping subset indices in the definition of the τk’s.
(W) In the case of a wide-sense geometric distribution, the shocks are geometric
E˜I ∼ Geo(p˜I), I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, and τk ∼ Geo(1−
∑
I: k/∈I p˜I). Again, each
τk is almost surely finite due to
∑
I:k/∈I p˜I < 1 for k = 1, . . . , d, and
τk = 1 almost surely if
∑
I:k/∈I p˜I = 0. The crucial difference between the
two probabilistic models is that the geometric shocks EI in the definition
of the narrow-sense geometric distribution are independent, whereas the
construction of a wide-sense multivariate geometric distribution is based
on dependent geometric random variables E˜I . Due to
∑
I p˜I = 1 in the
case of a wide-sense geometric distribution, both distributions GN and GW
are parameterized by 2d − 1 parameters.
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 characterize both distributions in terms of the survival
function and the local LM property. In the following, n(1) ≤ n(2) ≤ . . . ≤ n(d)
denotes the ordered list of n1, . . . , nd ∈ N0.
Theorem 2.5 (Survival function and limited memory).
(N ) Let (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼ GN (p). Then, (τ1, . . . , τd) has support Nd with discrete
survival function {F¯Nn1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 , given by
F¯Nn1,...,nd := P(τ1 > n1, . . . , τd > nd) =
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxi∈I{ni}
I . (1)
(W) Let (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼ GW(p˜). Then, (τ1, . . . , τd) has support Nd with discrete
survival function {F¯Wn1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 , given by
F¯Wn1,...,nd := P(τ1>n1, . . . , τd>nd) =
d∏
k=1
( ∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pin(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I
)n(k)−n(k−1)
,
(2)
with the convention n(0) := 0, and pin: {1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , d} being a
permutation depending on n = (n1, . . . , nd) such that npin(1) ≤ npin(2) ≤
. . . ≤ npin(d).
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Moreover, both distributions (1) and (2) satisfy the local discrete multivariate
LM property
P(τi1>ni1 +m, . . . , τik>nik +m | τi1>m, . . . , τik>m) = P(τi1>ni1 , . . . , τik>nik),
for k = 1, . . . , d, 1 ≤ i1, . . . , ik ≤ d, m, ni1 , . . . , nik ∈ N0. (3)
Proof. Refer to Appendix A. ✷
Theorem 2.6 (Uniqueness). A distribution on Nd satisfies the local discrete
LM property (3) if and only if it is a d-variate wide-sense geometric distribution.
Proof. Refer to Appendix A. ✷
The inclusion GN ( GW is immediate from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, and proper
in any dimension d ≥ 2, see Example 3.8. Regarding a probabilistic meaning of
the parameters p˜ = {p˜I}I⊆{1,...,d} of (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼ GW(p˜), we have
p˜I = P(E˜I = 1) = P
({τi > 1 ∀i /∈ I} ∩ {τi = 1 ∀i ∈ I}), I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}.
Example 2.7 (Three-variate geometric law).
(N ) Let (τ1, τ2, τ3) ∼ GN ({pI}∅6=I⊆{1,2,3}). Then, its corresponding survival
function {F¯Nn1,n2,n3}n1,n2,n3∈N0 is given by
F¯Nn1,n2,n3 = p
n1
{1}p
n2
{2}p
n3
{3}p
max{n1,n2}
{1,2} p
max{n1,n3}
{1,3} p
max{n2,n3}
{2,3} p
n(3)
{1,2,3}. (4)
(W) Let (τ1, τ2, τ3) ∼ GW ({p˜I}I⊆{1,2,3}). Then, its corresponding survival
function {F¯Wn1,n2,n3}n1,n2,n3∈N0 is given by
F¯Wn1,n2,n3=

p˜n1∅ (p˜∅+p˜{1})
n2−n1(p˜∅+p˜{1}+p˜{2}+p˜{1,2})
n3−n2 , n1≤n2≤n3,
p˜n1∅ (p˜∅+p˜{1})
n3−n1(p˜∅+p˜{1}+p˜{3}+p˜{1,3})
n2−n3 , n1≤n3<n2,
p˜n2∅ (p˜∅+p˜{2})
n1−n2(p˜∅+p˜{1}+p˜{2}+p˜{1,2})
n3−n1 , n2<n1≤n3,
p˜n2∅ (p˜∅+p˜{2})
n3−n2(p˜∅+p˜{2}+p˜{3}+p˜{2,3})
n1−n3 , n2≤n3<n1,
p˜n3∅ (p˜∅+p˜{3})
n1−n3(p˜∅+p˜{1}+p˜{3}+p˜{1,3})
n2−n1 , n3<n1≤n2,
p˜n3∅ (p˜∅+p˜{3})
n2−n3(p˜∅+p˜{2}+p˜{3}+p˜{2,3})
n1−n2 , n3<n2<n1.
(5)
An elementary example of a three-variate narrow-sense geometric distribution
is (τ1, τ2, τ3) with mutually independent τi ∼ Geo(1− pi), pi ∈ [0, 1), i = 1, 2, 3,
i.e.
F¯n1,n2,n3 = p
n1
1 p
n2
2 p
n3
3 . (6)
The survival function in (6) can be represented as in (4) with parameters of a
narrow-sense distribution p{i} = pi, i = 1, 2, 3, and pI = 0 for |I| > 1 . (6) can
also be rewritten to resemble the survival function of a wide-sense distribution
(5) by setting p˜I =
∑|I|
i=0(−1)|I|+i
∑
J⊆I
|J|=i
∏
j∈{1,2,3}
j /∈J
pj, I ⊆ {1, 2, 3}.
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For a discussion of the bivariate wide-sense geometric distribution, we refer
the reader to [3].
Studying the exchangeable subfamilies of GN and GW reveals astonishing
interrelations with completely monotone sequences and infinitely divisible laws.
In particular, a convenient analytical characterization can be achieved for ex-
changeable geometric survival functions. Furthermore, exchangeable distribu-
tions might be of interest for practical reasons: in the non-exchangeable case,
the number of parameters, namely 2d−1 in dimension d, grows exponentially in
d. The restriction to permutation invariant distributions allows to significantly
reduce the number of parameters to d in dimension d.
3. Exchangeable subfamilies
This section provides an analytical characterization of exchangeable narrow-
and wide-sense geometric distributions, i.e. distributions invariant under all per-
mutations of their components. An exchangeability criterion for the distribu-
tions in (1) and (2) is given in Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.1 (Exchangeability criterion). The d-dimensional survival func-
tions (1) and (2) are exchangeable if and only if their parameters satisfy the
following condition:
|I1| = |I2| ⇒ pI1 = pI2 , resp. |I1| = |I2| ⇒ p˜I1 = p˜I2 , (7)
where |I| denotes the cardinality of a set I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}.
Proof. Refer to Appendix B. While the lemma is intuitive, the proofs provided
in the appendix convey the impression of a certain complexity. They become
trivial if the correct parametrization of the survival functions is invoked; see [36]
and the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [37]. ✷
Lemma 3.1 implies that in the exchangeable case, both distributions (1)
and (2) are parameterized by only d parameters. Remark 3.2 carries out a
reparametrization of exchangeable survival functions in terms of parameter se-
quences, truncated versions of which determine all lower-dimensional marginal
distributions. Besides notational convenience, this reparametrization facilitates
an analytical characterization of the corresponding survival function.
Remark 3.2 (Reparameterization).
(N ) For the exchangeable narrow-sense geometric distribution, the distinct pa-
rameters are p1, . . . , pd, where pk := p{1,...,k} for k = 1, . . . , d. These
parameters satisfy p1, . . . , pd ∈ (0, 1] and
∏d
i=1 pi < 1. A combinatorial
exercise shows that in this case, the survival function (1) simplifies to
F¯Nn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
( d−k+1∏
i=1
p
(d−ki−1)
i
)n(d−k+1)
.
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Introducing the notation
ak :=
d−k+1∏
i=1
p
(d−ki−1)
i , k = 1, . . . , d, (8)
we obtain a convenient expression for the d-dimensional exchangeable narrow-
sense geometric survival function:
F¯Nn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
a
n(d−k+1)
k . (9)
For a comparison of the narrow- with the wide-sense geometric distribu-
tions, it is more convenient to parameterize the survival function (9) in
terms of the parameters {bk}dk=1, given by
bk :=
k∏
i=1
ai, k = 1, . . . , d. (10)
Denoting b0 := 1 and n(0) := 0, this gives ak = bk/bk−1 for k = 1, . . . , d,
and the survival function in (9) takes the form
F¯Nn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
(bk/bk−1)
n(d−k+1) =
d∏
k=1
b
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k . (11)
(W) Analogously, the exchangeable wide-sense geometric distribution can be
parameterized by d parameters p˜1, . . . , p˜d, where p˜1 := p˜∅ and p˜k :=
p˜{1,...,k−1} for k = 2, . . . , d. The parameter p˜{1,...,d} is determined by
p˜1, . . . , p˜d via the condition
∑
I p˜I = 1. The parameters p˜1, . . . , p˜d satisfy
p˜1, . . . , p˜d ∈ [0, 1],
∑d
i=1
(
d
i−1
)
p˜i ≤ 1, and
∑d
i=1
(
d−1
i−1
)
p˜i < 1. Further,
the exchangeable wide-sense geometric survival function (2) can be conve-
niently written as
F¯Wn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
β
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k , (12)
where the new parameters {βk}dk=1 are given by
βk :=
d−k+1∑
i=1
(
d− k
i− 1
)
p˜i, k = 1, . . . , d. (13)
There exists a fundamental connection between the parameter spaces of ex-
changeable multivariate narrow- and wide-sense geometric distributions and d-
monotone sequences. On the one hand, the sequence of parameters (1, β1, . . . , βd),
given as in (13), of every exchangeable d-variate wide-sense geometric distribu-
tion is (d + 1)-monotone. On the other hand, each (d + 1)-monotone sequence
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defines admissible parameters of an exchangeable d-variate geometric distribu-
tion satisfying the local LM property. The related concept of complete mono-
tonicity has been studied in the literature, see e.g. [14, 21]. In the present
article, we particularize d-monotonicity by introducing the stronger notion of
d-log-monotonicity. The meaning of d-log-monotonicity is twofold. First, it
characterizes the parameters {bk}dk=1, given as in (10), of an exchangeable d-
variate narrow-sense geometric distribution. Second, as we shall see in Section
4, the complete log-monotonicity, i.e. d-log-monotonicity for all d ∈ N0, uniquely
characterizes the sequence of non-positive exponential moments of an infinitely
divisible probability law on [0,∞]. This result constitutes an analogue to Haus-
dorff’s moment problem, see [15, 16], i.e. {βk}∞k=0 is completely monotone if and
only if it is the sequence of moments of a probability measure on [0, 1]. More-
over, it links the infinitely extendible subclass of exchangeable narrow-sense
geometric distributions to infinitely divisible distributions on [0,∞].
Definition 3.3 (d-monotone and d-log-monotone sequences). A finite se-
quence (x0, . . . , xd−1) ∈ Rd is said to be d-monotone if it satisfies
∇jxk :=
j∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
j
i
)
xk+i ≥ 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , d− k − 1.
(14)
An infinite sequence {xk}k∈N0 is called completely monotone if ∇jxk ≥ 0 for all
k ∈ N0, j ∈ N0. We define the set Md of d-monotone and M∞ of completely
monotone sequences, starting with 1, by
Md :=
{{xk}d−1k=0 ∈ Rd |x0 = 1, x1<1, {xk}d−1k=0 is d-monotone},
M∞ :=
{{xk}k∈N0∈ RN0 |x0 = 1, x1<1, {xk}k∈N0 is completely monotone},
respectively. Further, we define the set LMd of d-log-monotone and LM∞ of
completely log-monotone sequences, starting with 1, by
LMd :=
{{xk}d−1k=0∈Rd>0 |x0 = 1, x1<1,∇d−k−1lnxk≥0, k=0, 1, . . . , d− 2},
LM∞ :=
{{xk}k∈N0∈RN0>0 |x0 = 1, x1 < 1,∇j lnxk ≥ 0, k ∈ N0, j ∈ N},
respectively. Lastly, we define the set SMd of d-strong-monotone and SM∞ of
completely strong-monotone sequences by
SMd :=
{{xk}d−1k=0 ∈ Rd>0 |x0 < 1, {lnx−1k }d−1k=0 is d-monotone},
SM∞ :=
{{xk}k∈N0 ∈ RN0>0 |x0 < 1, {lnx−1k }k∈N0 is completely monotone},
respectively.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ d − 1 − k, we have ∇jxk = ∇j−1xk − ∇j−1xk+1. Further,
condition (14) is equivalent to ∇d−1−kxk ≥ 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1, see [34] or
[22].
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By definition, each sequence {xk}d−1k=0 ∈ Md (resp. {xk}k∈N0 ∈ M∞) is
[0, 1]-valued and decreasing, whereas each sequence {xk}d−1k=0 ∈ SMd (resp.
{xk}k∈N0 ∈ SM∞) is (0, 1]-valued and increasing. Further, in the definition
of the set LMd, lnxd−1 ≥ 0 is the only missing condition for {lnxk}d−1k=0 to be
d-monotone. Moreover, as we show later in this section, there exists a close re-
lationship between the classesMd, LMd, and SMd, such as, e.g., LMd (Md
and LM∞ (M∞, see Figure 1.
Trivially, each completely monotone sequence {xk}k∈N0 is d-monotone for
all d ∈ N, when truncated at xd−1. Analogously, each completely log-monotone
sequence {xk}k∈N0 is d-log-monotone for all d ∈ N, when truncated at xd−1.
However, not every d-(log-) monotone sequence can be extended to a completely
(log-)monotone sequence. Consider the following example.
Example 3.4 (Proper 3-monotone sequence). Consider the sequence
(x0, x1, x2) := (1, 1/2, 1/5). It is easy to check that (x0, x1, x2) ∈ M3. Assume
that (x0, x1, x2) can be extended to an infinite completely monotone sequence
{xk}k∈N0 ∈ M∞. Then, by Hausdorff’s moment problem, xk = E[τk] for
k = 0, 1, 2 and a [0, 1]-valued random variable τ . Jensen’s inequality gives a
contradiction:
1
5
= x2 = E[τ
2] ≥ E[τ ]2 = x21 =
1
4
.
Indeed, it follows from the Hankel determinants criterion, see [17] and [9], p.
20, that only (1, 1/2, x2) ∈ M3 with x2 ≥ 1/4 can be extended to an infinite
completely monotone sequence. In contrast, each (1, x1) ∈ M2 is extendible to
a completely monotone sequence.
The next theorem constitutes an analytical characterization of d-variate
exchangeable narrow- and wide-sense geometric distributions in terms of d-
monotone and d-log-monotone sequences, respectively. This facilitates a rig-
orous study of GN ,X and GW,X . In particular, it helps to determine the sub-
classes with conditionally i.i.d. components in the sense of de Finetti’s theorem,
see Section 4.
Theorem 3.5 (Characterization of the exchangeable geometric law).
(N ) Consider the parametric family GN ,X of all exchangeable, non-degenerate
d-dimensional narrow-sense geometric survival functions. Then,
GN ,X = {F¯Nn1,...,nd = d∏
k=1
a
n(d−k+1)
k | {ak}dk=1 ∈ SMd
}
=
{
F¯Nn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
b
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k | (1, b1, . . . , bd) ∈ LMd+1
}
.
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The parameters p1, . . . , pd ∈ (0, 1] with
∏d
i=1 pi < 1 and (a1, . . . , ad) ∈
SMd are related via
ak =
d−k+1∏
i=1
p
(d−ki−1)
i , k = 1, . . . , d,
pk =
k∏
i=1
ad−i+1
(−1)(k−i)(k−1i−1), k = 1, . . . , d.
The parameters {bk}dk=1 with (1, b1, . . . , bd) ∈ LMd+1 are given as in (10).
(W) Consider the parametric family GW,X of all exchangeable d-dimensional
wide-sense geometric survival functions. Then,
GW,X = {F¯Wn1,...,nd = d∏
k=1
β
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k | (1, β1, . . . , βd) ∈Md+1
}
.
The parameters p˜1, . . . , p˜d∈ [0, 1] with
∑d
i=1
(
d
i−1
)
p˜i≤1,
∑d
i=1
(
d−1
i−1
)
p˜i<1,
and {βk}dk=1 with (1, β1, . . . , βd) ∈Md+1 are related via
βk =
d−k+1∑
i=1
(
d− k
i − 1
)
p˜i, k = 1, . . . , d,
p˜k = ∇k−1βd−k+1, k = 1, . . . , d.
Proof. Refer to Appendix B. ✷
Example 3.6 (Three-variate exchangeable geometric law).
Consider the survival function (6) of a three-variate distribution with mutually
independent geometric marginals from Example 2.7. In the exchangeable case,
i.e. p1 = p2 = p3 =: p, (6) simplifies to
F¯n1,n2,n3 = p
n1+n2+n3 =
3∏
k=1
b
n(4−k)−n(3−k)
k , (15)
with bi = p
i, i = 1, 2, 3. It can be easily verified that (1, p, p2, p3) ∈ LM4.
Another example of an exchangeable three-variate narrow sense geometric
distribution is (τ1, τ2, τ3) with identically Geo(1 − p)-distributed marginals, p ∈
[0, 1), and the dependence structure induced by the upper Fre´chet-Hoeffding
bound. The survival function of (τ1, τ2, τ3) is then given by
F¯n1,n2,n3 = p
n(3) =
3∏
k=1
b
n(4−k)−n(3−k)
k , (16)
with bi = p, i = 1, 2, 3. Trivially, (1, p, p, p) ∈ LM4. Note that the lower
Fre´chet-Hoeffding bound with homogeneous geometric marginals does not lead to
a wide-sense distribution in dimension d = 2. In the non-exchangeable case, nei-
ther the upper nor the lower Fre´chet-Hoeffding bound with geometric marginals
satisfy the local LM property.
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Theorem 3.5 (N ) provides an analytical characterization of the exchange-
able, non-degenerate narrow-sense geometric distribution. The only distribution
not covered by Theorem 3.5 (N ) is the degenerate distribution with point mass
at {1}d. It can be obtained by setting pk = 0 for at least one k = 1, . . . , d, or,
equivalently, a1 = 0 and bk = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , d. The corresponding survival
function is F¯Nn1,...,nd = 1{n1=...=nd=0}. In the context of a wide-sense geometric
distribution, the degenerate case results from pk = 1 for all k = 1, . . . , d, or,
equivalently, βk = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , d. Note also that each component of
an exchangeable narrow-sense geometric distribution is Geo(1− a1)-distributed
with
a1 = b1 =
d∏
i=1
p
(d−1i−1)
i ,
whereas each component of an exchangeable wide-sense geometric distribution
is Geo(1 − β1)-distributed with β1 =
∑d
i=1
(
d−1
i−1
)
p˜i.
In Theorem 3.5 (W), the original parameters p˜k, k = 1, . . . , d, of an ex-
changeable wide-sense geometric distribution are explicitly given in terms of
the (k − 1)-fold difference operator of βd−k+1. Analogous relationships can be
established in the case of an exchangeable narrow-sense geometric distribution
as well. Namely, for k = 1, . . . , d, it holds that
pk = exp(−∇k−1 ln a−1d−k+1) = exp(−∇k ln bd−k).
Theorem 3.7 shows that the condition (1, β1, . . . , βd) ∈ Md+1 in Theo-
rem 3.5 (W) is even necessary and sufficient for the multi-indexed sequence
{F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 in (12) to define a discrete survival function.
Theorem 3.7 (Analytical characterization of the survival function).
The multi-indexed sequence {F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 , given by
F¯n1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
β
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k , n1, . . . , nd ∈ N0,
is a d-dimensional survival function if and only if (1, β1, . . . , βd) ∈ Md+1. In
this case, {F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 defines an exchangeable wide-sense geometric
distribution.
Proof. Refer to Appendix B. The proof in the published manuscript is overly
complicated since the key property of the distribution is not exploited. We have
replaced it by a very simple argumentation based on Theorems 2.6 and 3.5. ✷
The following example illustrates that GN ,X -distributions form a proper sub-
class of GW,X -distributions.
Example 3.8 (Geometric in the wide-, but not in the narrow sense).
Consider again the sequence (1, 1/2, 1/5) ∈ M3 from Example 3.4. From The-
orem 3.7, it follows that
F¯n1,n2 = a
max(n1,n2)
1 a
min(n1,n2)
2 , n1, n2 ∈ N0,
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with (a1, a2) = (1/2, 2/5), defines an exchangeable bivariate wide-sense geo-
metric distribution. However, by Theorem 3.5, this distribution is not a GN ,X -
distribution, since
∇1 ln a−11 = ln
4
5
< 0,
and, consequently, (a1, a2) /∈ SM2. Recall that the condition (a1, a2) ∈ SM2
ensures that the original parameters p1, p2 of the GN ,X -distribution are (0, 1]-
valued. The above choice of (a1, a2) leads to p1 = a2 = 2/5 and p2 = a1/a2 =
5/4 > 1.
Next, we discuss conditions under which a d-variate exchangeable distribu-
tion can be obtained by truncation of an infinite exchangeable random sequence.
By virtue of de Finetti’s seminal theorem, this is equivalent to determining the
subclasses with conditionally independent and identically distributed compo-
nents.
4. Extendible subfamilies
In this section, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions on parameters
of the survival function in (9) (resp. in (12)) to define a survival function of a
narrow- (resp. wide-sense) geometric distribution in any dimension d ∈ N. Con-
sider the exchangeable random vector (τ1, . . . , τd), geometrically distributed (in
the narrow or in the wide sense) with original parameters p1,d, . . . , pd,d. Clearly,
e.g. by Theorem 3.5, every subvector has a geometric law as well. Denote the
parameters of a subvector of (τ1, . . . , τd) of length j, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, by pk,j ,
k = 1, . . . , j. For the sake of notational convenience, throughout Section 4, we
omit the tilde symbol on the parameters pk,j of a wide-sense distribution. We
depict the relation between the pk,j , j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, k = 1, . . . , j, in the following
triangular scheme:
p1,1
p1,2 p2,2
p1,3 p2,3 p3,3
. .
. . . .
p1,d−1 . . . pd−1,d−1
p1,d p2,d . . . pd−1,d pd,d
By Remark 3.2, the parameters of two adjacent rows are related multiplica-
tively, via pk,j = pk,j+1 pk+1,j+1, for all k = 1, . . . , j, j = 1, . . . , d − 1, in the
case of a GN ,X (p)-distribution, and additively, via pk,j = pk,j+1 + pk+1,j+1, in
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the case of a GW,X (p)-distribution. Recall that in the context of a GN ,X (p)-
distribution, the parameter sequence (a1, . . . , aj), given by
ak = p1,k =
d−k+1∏
i=1
p
(d−ki−1)
i,d , k = 1, . . . , j,
determines all k-dimensional marginal distributions for k = 1, . . . , j, and each
τk is distributed according to Geo(1 − a1). For a GW,X (p)-distribution, all k-
dimensional marginals are determined by the parameter sequence (β1, . . . ,βj),
where
βk = p1,k =
d−k+1∑
i=1
(
d− k
i− 1
)
pi,d, k = 1, . . . , j,
and each τk is distributed according to Geo(1− β1).
Extendibility of (τ1, . . . , τd) by one dimension to an exchangeable geomet-
rically distributed (τ1, . . . , τd, τd+1) is equivalent to extendibility of a given tri-
angle by an additional row p1,d+1, . . . , pd,d+1, pd+1,d+1 without violating the
multiplicative, resp. additive, structure. For a GN ,X (p)-distribution, it is the
case precisely when there exists a q ∈ (0, 1] s.t.
q−1
2k−1∏
i=1
p
(−1)i+1
i,d ∈ (0, 1], q
2k∏
i=1
p
(−1)i
i,d ∈ (0, 1],
for all k = 1, . . . , d/2, if d is even, or k = 1, . . . , ((d− 1)/2+1), if d is odd. Sim-
ilarly, for a GW,X (p)-distribution, extendibility by one dimension is equivalent
to the existence of a q ∈ [0, 1] s.t.
2k−1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1pi,d − q ∈ [0, 1],
2k∑
i=1
(−1)ipi,d + q ∈ [0, 1],
for all k = 1, . . . , d/2, if d is even, or k = 1, . . . , ((d− 1)/2+ 1), if d is odd. The
extendibility of (τ1, . . . , τd) to an infinite exchangeable sequence {τk}k∈N, such
that every finite subvector follows an exchangeable geometric distribution, cor-
responds to infinite extendibility of the associated triangle. This is equivalent to
extendibility of the sequence {ak}dk=1 to an infinite completely strong-monotone
sequence {ak}∞k=1 ∈ SM∞, resp. extendibility of the sequence (1, β1, . . . , βd) to
an infinite completely monotone sequence. Corollary 4.1 summarizes these re-
sults.
Corollary 4.1 (Characterization of the infinitely extendible geometric law).
Denote b0 := 1 and β0 := 1.
(N ) Consider the parametric family GN ,E of all infinitely extendible, non-dege-
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nerate d-dimensional narrow-sense geometric survival functions. Then,
GN ,E={F¯Nn1,...,nd = d∏
k=1
a
n(d−k+1)
k |{ak}dk=1 is extendible to {ak}k∈N∈SM∞
}
=
{
F¯Nn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
b
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k |{bk}dk=0 is extendible to {bk}k∈N0∈LM∞
}
.
(W) Consider the parametric family GW,E of all infinitely extendible d-dimen-
sional wide-sense geometric survival functions. Then,
GW,E={F¯Wn1,...,nd = d∏
k=1
β
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k |{βk}dk=0 is extendible to {βk}k∈N0∈M∞
}
.
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from Theorem 3.5. ✷
By Hausdorff’s moment problem, the condition {βk}k∈N0 ∈ M∞ implies
that {βk}k∈N0 is the sequence of moments of a probability measure on [0, 1]. In
a similar manner, the completely log-monotone sequences {bk}k∈N0∈LM∞ are
related to infinitely divisible probability measures.
4.1. Relation to infinitely divisible distributions
The log-monotonicity of an infinite sequence is closely related to the existence
of an infinitely divisible probability measure on [0,∞]. Recall that a [0,∞]-
valued random variable X is called infinitely divisible if for every n ≥ 2 there
exists a sequence of n independent and identically distributed [0,∞]-valued
random variables, whose sum equals X in distribution.
Example 4.2 (Infinitely divisible distributions on [0,∞]). Every infinitely
divisible distribution, discrete or continuous, on [0,∞) can be modified to an in-
finitely divisible distribution on [0,∞], by weighting the probability mass function
so that it integrates to some a, a ∈ (0, 1), over [0,∞), and assigning the proba-
bility of 1− a to the value ∞. We illustrate this procedure taking the geometric
distribution as an example. To this end, let X ∼ Geo(1−p). The distribution of
X is infinitely divisible. More precisely, comparing the characteristic function
of X− 1 with the one of the negative binomial distribution (see [32], p. 14), one
immediately sees that for each n ≥ 2, X − 1 equals in distribution the sum of
n independent and identically negative binomially NB( 1n , p)-distributed random
variables. Now consider a modification X˜ distributed on N ∪ {∞} according to
X˜ | X˜ <∞ ∼ Geo(1 − p), P(X˜ < ∞) = a, and P(X˜ = ∞) = 1 − a for some
a ∈ (0, 1). Next, we show that X˜ is infinitely divisible. Fix an arbitrary n ≥ 2.
Let Y1, . . . , Yn be independent and identically distributed random variables with
Y1 |Y1<∞ ∼ NB( 1n , p), P(Y1 <∞) = a
1
n , and P(Y1 =∞) = 1− a 1n . Then,
P
(
1+
n∑
i=1
Yi=k
)
=P
( n∑
i=1
Yi=k − 1
∣∣Yi <∞, i=1, . . . , n)P(Y1<∞)n=P(X˜=k),
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and
P
(
1 +
n∑
i=1
Yi =∞
)
= 1− (1− P(Y1 =∞))n = 1− a = P(X˜ =∞).
Thus, X˜ equals in distribution
∑n
i=1(Yi + 1/n), and the assertion follows.
The next lemma was originally used in the proof of Proposition 4.4 and is
left here for the sake of our erratum.
Lemma 4.3 (Gnedin and Pitman [14]). Let X be a [0,∞]-valued random
variable with P(X <∞) > 0. Then, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The distribution of X is infinitely divisible on [0,∞].
(ii) For all k ∈ N0, it holds that E[e−kX ] = e−µk , where {−∇µk}∞k=0 is com-
pletely monotone and µ0 = 0.
Proof. This is simply a reformulation of Corollary 4.2 in [14] using their Def-
inition 1.5. In the published manuscript, a nonsensical proof was given. ✷
Proposition 4.4 is a simple corollary of Hausdorff’s moment problem. It
establishes a relationship between completely monotone sequences, completely
log-monotone sequences, and the existence of an infinitely divisible probability
measure.
Proposition 4.4 (Gnedin and Pitman [14]). Let {bk}k∈N0 be sequence of
strictly positive real numbers. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) {bk}k∈N0 ∈ LM∞.
(ii) {bk}k∈N0 is given by
bk =
∫
[0,∞]
e−kx κ(dx), k ∈ N0,
for an infinitely divisible probability measure κ on [0,∞] with κ({0}) < 1
and κ({∞}) < 1.
(iii) {brk}∞k=0 ∈M∞ for each fixed r > 0.
(iv) { n√bk }∞k=0 ∈M∞ for each fixed n ∈ N.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is simply a reformulation of Lemma 4.3
(in a context where we restrict ourselves to b1 < 1, or, equivalently, to κ being
not concentrated at 0). In the published manuscript, a nonsensical proof relying
on the results of [21] was given. In Appendix C, we provide an alternative proof
to the one given in [14]. ✷
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In part (ii) of Proposition 4.4, we use the convention ∞ · 0 = 0. The equiv-
alence of (i) and (ii) constitutes an analogue of Hausdorff’s moment problem.
Results analogous to the equivalences of (ii), (iii), and (iv) for the Hausdorff
moment sequence {bk}∞k=0 ∈ M∞ have been obtained for normalized Stieltjes
as well as normalized Hamburger moment sequences. In our study, the com-
plete log-monotonicity arises naturally as a characterizing property of param-
eter sequences of the GN ,E -law. Interestingly, it relates to the existing theory
on logarithmically completely monotonic functions on (0,∞), for which, char-
acterizations by completely monotonic functions, positive definite functions, or
moment sequences resembling Proposition 4.4 are known. For an overview of the
existing results on logarithmically completely monotonic functions and moment
sequences, we refer to [4, 5].
As an immediate consequence to the finite-dimensional exchangeable case,
the next corollary states that (1, β1, β2, . . .) ∈ M∞ is necessary and sufficient
for (12) to define a survival function in any dimension d ∈ N.
Corollary 4.5 (Analytical characterization of the survival function).
The multi-indexed sequence {F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 , given by
F¯n1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
β
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k , n1, . . . , nd ∈ N0,
is a d-dimensional survival function for each d ≥ 2 if and only if (1, β1, β2, . . .) ∈
M∞. In this case, {F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 defines an infinitely extendible wide-
sense geometric distribution.
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3.7. ✷
In view of de Finetti’s theorem, extendible distributions are characterized
by conditionally i.i.d. components. A stochastic representation in the sense of
de Finetti’s theorem can be achieved for both the GN ,E and GW,E families.
4.2. Stochastic representation in the sense of de Finetti’s theorem
Theorem 4.6 provides an alternative stochastic model with components that
are i.i.d. conditioned on a non-decreasing random walk for both the GN ,E and
GW,E families. The GN ,E -distribution corresponds to the proper subclass con-
structed by random walks with infinitely divisible increments.
Theorem 4.6 (Esary and Marshall [10]). Consider a probability space (Ω,F ,P)
supporting a sequence {Xk}k∈N of i.i.d. [0,∞]-valued random variables with
P(0 < X1 ≤ ∞) > 0. Furthermore, let {Ek}k∈N be an i.i.d. sequence of Exp(1)-
distributed random variables, independent of {Xk}k∈N. Define the random vari-
ables {τk}k∈N via
τk := min{n ∈ N : X1 + . . .+Xn ≥ Ek}, k ∈ N.
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(W) For each d ≥ 2, the random vector (τ1, . . . , τd) has an exchangeable d-
variate wide-sense geometric distribution with survival function (12), where
βk = E
[
e−kX1
]
, k ∈ N.
(N ) If, additionally, the distribution of X1 is infinitely divisible, then and only
then, for each d ≥ 2, the random vector (τ1, . . . , τd) has an exchangeable
narrow-sense geometric distribution with survival function (11), where
bk = E
[
e−kX1
]
, k ∈ N.
Moreover, every extendible wide-sense (resp. narrow-sense) geometric distribu-
tion can be constructed using the probabilistic model in (W) (resp. in (N )).
Proof. Refer to Appendix C. While we provide an alternative proof, the results
found in [10] are more general. ✷
In the situation of Theorem 4.6, one says that the geometrically distributed
(τ1, . . . , τd) is extendible to an infinite exchangeable sequence. By virtue of de
Finetti’s theorem, see [8] and [1], p. 20 ff., the random variables {τk}k∈N are
i.i.d. conditioned on the σ-algebra generated by the sequence {Xk}k∈N. On
the one hand, an extendible geometric law is parameterized by the sequence
of moments of a single [0, 1]-valued random variable. On the other hand, a
single (infinitely divisible) random variable is sufficient for a simple and efficient
construction of an extendible wide-sense (resp. narrow-sense) geometric law.
This constitutes a practically convenient approach to provide low-parametric
families of high-dimensional geometric distributions.
Example 4.7 (Three-variate extendible geometric law).
Consider the survival function (15) of a three-variate exchangeable distribution
with mutually independent geometric marginals parameterized by the sequence
(1, p, p2, p3) from Example 3.6. (15) is infinitely extendible and can be con-
structed as in Theorem 4.6 (N ) using the degenerate distribution X1 := − ln p.
A degenerate distribution is, trivially, infinitely divisible.
The survival function (16), parameterized by (1, p, p, p) and corresponding to
the upper Fre´chet-Hoeffding bound from Example 3.6, is infinitely extendible as
well. It can be constructed as in Theorem 4.6 (N ) using the infinitely divisible
distribution P(X1 = 0) = p = 1− P(X1 =∞).
Remark 4.8 (Link to the Bernoulli sieve). The construction of Theorem
4.6 involves a non-decreasing random walk with increments {Xk}k∈N. However,
there is another possible construction which is motivated by coin tosses. It is
called the Bernoulli sieve in [12] and defines {τk}k∈N as follows:
τk := min{n ∈ N : Z(n)k = 1}, k ∈ N,
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where the sequences {Z(1)k }k∈N, {Z(2)k }k∈N, . . . are independent and for each n ∈
N, {Z(n)k }k∈N is a sequence of Bernoulli random variables conditioned on a ran-
dom success probability 1−Yn ∈ [0, 1]. It is assumed that the sequence {Yn}n∈N
is i.i.d. and P(Y1 < 1) > 0. The distribution of the {Yk}k∈N is precisely η from
the proof of Theorem 4.6 above. In words, imagine a game with infinitely many
players labeled by k ∈ N. The game has (possibly) infinitely many rounds, and
in each round a certain number of players drops out. In round n ∈ N, a referee
randomly picks a coin with probability of tails 1 − Yn. Then, for each player
the coin is thrown once and the player drops out if she gets tails. The random
variable τk denotes the drop out round of player k. The condition P(Y1 < 1) > 0
guarantees that each player drops out eventually.
Whereas the present article studies the distribution of (τ1, . . . , τd), [12] stud-
ies the distribution of (P1, . . . , PKd), where
Kd := |{τ1, . . . , τd}|=# of rounds in which one of the first d players drops out,
and, with τ(1) ≤ . . . ≤ τ(d) denoting the order statistics of (τ1, . . . , τd),
P1 :=max{j : τ(j)=τ(1)}=# of drop outs in the first of these rounds,
P2 :=max{j : τ(P1+j)=τ(P1+1)}=# of drop outs in the second of these rounds,
...
PKd :=max{j : τ(PKd−1+j)=τ(PKd−1+1)}=# of drop outs in the last of these rounds.
Notice that P1, . . . , PKd ∈ N and P1 + . . . + PKd = d, hence (P1, . . . , PKd)
defines a random partition of d, and vast literature can be found on the study of
such objects. [13] extend the Bernoulli sieve to a “continuous” case using Le´vy
subordinators. Considering non-decreasing random walks as discrete equivalents
of Le´vy subordinators explains their appearance in Theorem 4.6. Furthermore,
[23] show that the extendible subclass of Marshall–Olkin exponential distributions
can be characterized by Le´vy subordinators. In view of these references, the
present article completes the picture, see Table 1.
Table 1: Stochastic objects with limited memory.
non-decreasing random integer extendible
processes partitions multivariate laws
continuous
Le´vy regenerative composition Marshall-Olkin
subordinators structures, see distributions, see
[13] [23]
discrete
random walks the Bernoulli sieve, GW,E and GN ,E ,
with non-negative see [12] the present article
increments
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5. Dependence structure
In this section, we study the dependence structure of the wide- and the
narrow-sense geometric distributions discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4. Whereas
the narrow-sense construction always leads to distributions with non-negatively
correlated components, the more general wide-sense geometric distribution al-
lows for negative correlations. Taking into account the specific form of the
survival function, the explicit formulas for the correlation coefficients can be
conveniently obtained by writing τi =
∑∞
n=0 1{τi>n} for N-valued τi, i = 1, 2,
and computing the mixed second moment via
E[τ1τ2] =
∑
i≥0
∑
j≥0
P(τ1 > i, τ2 > j).
The computation is tedious but straightforward, and therefore omitted. The
formulas for the correlation coefficients for the wide- and the narrow-sense geo-
metric distribution in dimension d ≥ 2, in both exchangeable and general cases,
are provided in Lemma 5.1. The conditions on the involved parameters are given
in Theorem 3.5, in the case of an exchangeable distribution, and in Definition
2.3, in the general case.
Lemma 5.1 (Correlation coefficients).
(N ) Let d ≥ 2 and let (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼ GN (p). Then, for n,m ∈ {1, . . . , d},
n 6= m, the correlation coefficient Corr[τn , τm] is given by
Corr[τn, τm] =
√∏
I:(n∈I,m/∈I)∪(n/∈I,m∈I) pI
(
1−∏I:n,m∈I pI)
1−∏I:(n∈I)∪(m∈I) pI .
If, additionally, the distribution of (τ1, . . . , τd) is exchangeable, then
Corr[τn, τm] =
a2 − a1
1− a1a2 =
b2 − b21
b1(1− b2) , n,m ∈ {1, . . . , d}, n 6= m,
with a1, a2 and b1, b2 defined in (8) and (10), respectively.
(W) Let d ≥ 2 and let (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼ GW(p˜). Then, for n,m ∈ {1, . . . , d},
n 6= m, such that ∑I:n/∈I p˜I 6= 0 and ∑I:m/∈I p˜I 6= 0, the correlation
coefficient Corr[τn, τm] is given by
Corr[τn, τm] =
∑
I:n,m/∈I p˜I −
∑
I:n/∈I
∑
J:m/∈J p˜I p˜J(
1−∑I:n,m/∈I p˜I)√∑I:n/∈I∑J:m/∈J p˜I p˜J .
If, additionally, the distribution of (τ1, . . . , τd) is exchangeable, then
Corr[τn , τm] =
β2 − β21
β1(1− β2) , n,m ∈ {1, . . . , d}, n 6= m,
with β1, β2 defined in (13).
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Proof. A tedious but straightforward computation provides the results. ✷
In part (W) of Lemma 5.1, we exclude the degenerate case ∑I:n/∈I p˜I =
0, n ∈ {1, . . . , d}, corresponding to τn = 1 almost surely. For exchangeable
(τ1, . . . , τd), this translates into β1 6= 0.
Example 5.2 (Geometric in the wide-, but not in the narrow sense).
Consider again the sequence (β0, β1, β2) = (1,
1
2 ,
1
5 ) ∈ M3 from Examples 3.4
and 3.8, defining parameters of a bivariate GW,X -distribution. With Lemma 5.1
(W), we compute
Corr[τ1 , τ2] =
β2 − β21
β1(1− β2) = −
1
8
.
In the case of a wide-sense geometric distribution, the correlation coefficient
between every two components is bounded from below by −0.5 in any dimension
d ≥ 2. The correlation coefficient Corr[τn, τm] = −0.5 is obtained in the case
p˜I = 2
1−d for all I ⊆ {1, . . . , d} s.t. n ∈ I, m /∈ I or m ∈ I, n /∈ I, and p˜I = 0,
otherwise. Note that due to |{I : n ∈ I, m /∈ I}| = 2d−2, these parameters
satisfy the conditions of Definition 2.3 (W).
In the case of an exchangeable d-variate distribution, the correlation coeffi-
cient is bounded from below by −1/d for any d ≥ 2. This can be verified by
observing that for β1 6= 0, the correlation coefficient
Corr[τn, τm] =
β2 − β21
β1(1− β2) , n,m = 1, . . . , d,
is strictly increasing in β2 and strictly decreasing in β1. Setting β2 = 0, the con-
dition (1, β1, . . . , βd) ∈Md+1 gives βk = 0 for all k = 2, . . . , d and (1−dβ1) ≥ 0.
Hence, the minimum is attained at (β0, . . . , βd) = (1, 1/d, 0, . . . , 0) ∈Md+1. Re-
call that the lower bound for the correlation coefficient between the components
of an arbitrary exchangeable d-variate distribution is given by −1/(d − 1) for
any d ≥ 2, see [20] or [1], p. 8.
Remark 5.3 (Correlations induced by the Fre´chet-Hoeffding bounds).
Let τ1 ∼ Geo(1− p1) and τ2 ∼ Geo(1− p2), p1, p2 ∈ (0, 1). Assume that the de-
pendence between τ1 and τ2 is now given by the lower Fre´chet-Hoeffding bound,
i.e.
P(τ1 ≤ n1, τ2 ≤ n2) = max
{
0, 1− pn11 − pn22
}
.
Then, the correlation coefficient Corr[τ1, τ2] is given by
Corr[τ1 , τ2] =
(1−p1)(1−p2)√
p1p2
(∑
i≥0
∑
j≥0
max
{
0, pi1+p
j
2−1
}− 1
(1−p1)(1−p2)
)
.
In the special case p1 + p2 ≤ 1, the expression for the correlation coefficient
simplifies to
Corr[τn, τm] = −√p1p2.
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Recall that correlations induced by the lower Fre´chet-Hoeffding bound are always
non-positive. In our case of geometric marginals, we observe Corr[τ1 , τ2] → 0
as p1 → 0, p2 → 0, and Corr[τ1, τ2] → −1 as p1 → 1, p2 → 1. It is worth
noticing that a distribution with non-degenerate geometric marginals and the
lower Fre´chet-Hoeffding copula is not geometric in the wide-sense by Theorem
2.6.
Now let the dependence between τk ∼ Geo(1−pk), pk ∈ (0, 1), k ∈ {1, . . . , d},
be given by the upper Fre´chet-Hoeffding bound, i.e.
P(τ1 ≤ n1, . . . , τd ≤ nd) = min
{
1− pn11 , . . . , 1− pndd
}
.
Then, for n,m ∈ {1, . . . , d}, n 6= m, the correlation coefficient Corr[τn, τm] is
given by
Corr[τn, τm] =
(1−pn)(1−pm)√
pnpm
(∑
i≥0
∑
j≥0
min
{
pin, p
j
m
}− 1
(1−pn)(1−pm)
)
.
Recall that correlations induced by the upper Fre´chet-Hoeffding bound are always
non-negative. In the homogeneous case p1 = pk for all k = 2, . . . , d, we obtain
Corr[τn, τm] = 1 for all p1 ∈ (0, 1). More precisely,
E[τnτm] =
∑
i≥0
∑
j≥0
min{pi1, pj1} =
∑
i≥0
( i∑
j=0
pi1 +
∞∑
j=i+1
pj1
)
=
1 + p1
(1− p1)2 ,
and, hence,
Corr[τn , τm] =
( 1 + p1
(1− p1)2 −
1
(1 − p1)2
)((1− p1)2
p1
)
= 1.
Moreover, in this case, the corresponding distribution is an exchangeable narrow-
sense geometric distribution with survival function
F¯n1,...,nd = 1 +
d∑
i=1
∑
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
|I|=i
(−1)iP(τj ≤ nj , j ∈ I) = pn(d)1 .
The following example shows that the set of all bivariate GN -distributions is
precisely the set of all bivariate GW -distributions with non-negative correlations.
Example 5.4 (Non-negative correlations ⇒ GN in d = 2). In view of The-
orems 2.5 and 2.6, every (τ1, τ2) ∼ GN follows a GW -distribution with non-
negatively correlated components. We show that the converse also holds. To
this end, let (τ1, τ2) ∼ GW with Corr[τ1, τ2] ≥ 0. By Theorem 2.5 (W),
P(τ1 > i, τ2 > j) =
{(
p˜∅ + p˜{2}
)i−j
p˜j∅, if i ≥ j,(
p˜∅ + p˜{1}
)j−i
p˜i∅, if i < j,
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with parameters satisfying
∑
I⊆{1,2} p˜I = 1,
∑
I:k/∈I p˜I < 1, for k = 1, 2, and
p˜∅−
(
p˜∅+ p˜{1}
)(
p˜∅+ p˜{2}
) ≥ 0, where the last condition is due to non-negativity
of the correlation coefficient, see Lemma 5.1 (W). For p˜∅ > 0, define
p{1} :=
p˜∅
p˜∅ + p˜{1}
, p{2} :=
p˜∅
p˜∅ + p˜{2}
, p{1,2} :=
(
p˜∅ + p˜{1}
)(
p˜∅ + p˜{2}
)
p˜∅
.
p{1}, p{2}, and p{1,2} are well-defined and satisfy the conditions of Definition
2.3 (N ). Further,
P(τ1 > i, τ2 > j) =
{(
p{1}p{1,2}
)i
pj{2}, if i ≥ j,(
p{2}p{1,2}
)j
pi{1}, if i < j.
Hence, by Theorem 2.5 (N ), (τ1, τ2) ∼ GN (p{1}, p{2}, p{1,2}).
On the contrary, in dimension d ≥ 3, the set of all d-variate GN -distributions
is a proper subset of all d-variate GW -distributions with non-negative correla-
tions.
Example 5.5 (Non-negative correlations ; GN in d ≥ 3). Let d ≥ 3 and
let X be Bernoulli distributed with success probability 1 − p = 0.9. For k =
0, . . . , d, define βk := E[e−kX ] = p + (1 − p)e−k. By Theorem 4.6 (W),
(β0, . . . , βd) defines parameters of a d-variate GW,E -distribution. Using the for-
mula for correlation coefficients from Lemma 5.1 (W),
Corr[τn , τm] =
β2 − β21
β1(1− β2) =
0.1 + 0.9e−2 − (0.1 + 0.9e−1)2
(0.1 + 0.9e−1)(0.9− 0.9e−2) ≈ 0.1072 > 0,
for n,m ∈ {1, . . . , d}, n 6= m. However, since
∇3 lnβ0 = ln β
3
2
β31β3
≈ −0.06 < 0,
it follows that (β0, . . . , βd) /∈ LMd+1, and, hence, in view of Theorem 3.5
(N ), (β0, . . . , βd) does not define parameters of a d-variate GN ,X -distribution.
In this context, note that the Bernoulli distribution is not infinitely divisible,
and, by Theorem 4.6 (N ), (β0, . . . , βd) defines parameters of a d-variate GN ,X -
distribution for each d ≥ 2 if and only if the distribution of X is infinitely
divisible.
Remark 5.6 (Relationships between subfamilies of the geometric law).
The relationships between exchangeable subfamilies of the multivariate geometric
law with limited memory can be summarized as follows:
(i) GN ,E ⊆ GN ,X ( GW,X and GN ,E ⊆ GW,E ( GW,X .
The inclusion GN ,X ( GW,X is proper in every dimension d ≥ 2 by Exam-
ple 3.8. The inclusion GW,E ( GW,X is proper in every dimension d ≥ 2
by Example 3.4.
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(ii) In addition, for exchangeable bivariate geometric distributions:
GN ,X = GN ,E = GW,E ( GW,X .
More precisely, by Hausdorff’s moment problem, (1, β1, β2) is extendible
to an infinite sequence (1, β1, β2, . . .) ∈ M∞ if and only if βk = E[τk],
k = 1, 2, for a [0, 1]-valued random variable τ . Then, by Jensen’s inequality
β2−β21 ≥ 0. Hence, every GW,E -distribution has non-negatively correlated
components, see Lemma 5.1 (W). It follows by Example 5.4 that GW,E =
GN ,E ⊆ GN ,X in dimension d = 2. It remains to justify that GN ,E ⊇ GN ,X ,
meaning that each sequence (1, b1, b2) ∈ LM3 is infinitely extendible to
a sequence (1, b1, b2, . . .) ∈ LM∞. Let (1, b1, b2) ∈ LM3. On the one
hand, by 3-log-monotonicity of (1, b1, b2), it holds that b
2
1 ≤ b2 ≤ b1 < 1.
On the other hand, by Proposition 4.4, (1, b1, b2) ∈ LM3 is infinitely
extendible to a sequence (1, b1, b2, . . .) ∈ LM∞ if and only if (1, br1, br2)
is infinitely extendible to a sequence (1, br1, b
r
2, . . .) ∈ M∞ for each fixed
r > 0. Finally, Hankel’s criterion for infinite extendibility of d-monotone
sequences, see [9], p. 20, implies that (1, br1, b
r
2) is infinitely extendible to
(1, br1, b
r
2, . . .) ∈ M∞ if and only if b2r1 ≤ br2 ≤ br1 ≤ 1 for each fixed r > 0.
This gives the assertion.
In dimension d ≥ 3, none of the inclusions GW,E ⊆ GN ,X and GN ,X ⊆ GW,E
holds. On the one hand, GW,E * GN ,X by Example 5.5. On the other hand, it
can be shown that not every (1, b1, b2, b3) ∈ LM4 is extendible to a sequence
(1, b1, b2, b3, . . .) ∈M∞.
The class of exchangeable narrow-sense geometric distributions possesses
a strong positive dependence property, namely the multivariate right tail in-
creasing (MRTI) dependence. MRTI implies, in particular, the positive upper
orthant increasing ratio dependence, the positive upper orthant dependence,
and, hence, non-negative correlations. For a detailed discussion of the notions
of multivariate positive dependence, we refer to [6, 7, 38]. For the convenience
of the reader, we recall that a random vector (τ1, . . . , τd) with values in Nd is
said to be MRTI if for all permutations pi: {1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , d}
P(τpi(i) > ni | τpi(1) > n1, . . . , τpi(i−1) > ni−1)
is increasing in n1, . . . , ni−1 for all ni, i ∈ {2, . . . , d}.
We show in Theorem 5.7 that
ak
ak+1
=
b2k
bk−1bk+1
≤ 1 (resp. β
2
k
βk−1βk+1
≤ 1), k = 1, . . . , d− 1,
is a necessary and sufficient condition on the parameters of a d-dimensional
GN ,X - (resp. GW,X -) survival function, given by (9) (resp. (12)), to be MRTI. In
view of Theorem 3.5 (N ), it holds that {ak}dk=1 ∈ SMd for any set of parameters
{ak}dk=1 of a d-variate GN ,X -distribution. Hence, {ak}dk=1 is non-decreasing, and
it follows that every d-variate GN ,X -distribution is MRTI positively dependent.
The next theorem summarizes these results.
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Theorem 5.7 (MRTI property for exchangeable distributions).
(N ) Every GN ,X -distributed (τ1, . . . , τd) is MRTI positively dependent.
(W) A GW,X -distributed (τ1, . . . , τd) is MRTI positively dependent if and only if
the parameters {βk}dk=0 of its corresponding survival function F¯W , given
by (12), satisfy
β2k
βk−1βk+1
≤ 1 for all k = 1, . . . , d− 1.
Proof. Refer to Appendix D. ✷
On the one hand, exchangeable wide-sense geometric distributions possess an
MRTI positive dependence structure under the conditions given in Theorem 5.7
(W). On the other hand, as illustrated in Example 5.2, exchangeable wide-sense
geometric distributions in general allow for negative correlations. Extendible
(narrow- and wide-sense) geometric distributions are always MRTI. This is the
content of Corollary 5.8.
Corollary 5.8 (MRTI property for extendible distributions). Every ex-
tendible geometric distribution satisfying the local LM property is MRTI posi-
tively dependent.
Proof. In view of Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 5.7 (W), it remains to show that
any {βk}k∈N0 ∈ M∞ satisfies β2k ≤ βk−1βk+1 for all k ∈ N. By Hausdorff’s
moment problem, {βk}k∈N0 ∈ M∞ is equivalent to βk = E[τk] for k ∈ N0
and a [0, 1]-valued random variable τ . The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
E[τk]2 ≤ E[τk−1]E[τk+1] for all k ∈ N, and the corollary follows. ✷
Appendix A. Proofs from Section 2
Proof of Theorem 2.5. To prove (N ), let (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼ GN (p). Check that
P(τ1>n1, . . . , τd>nd) = P
(
EI>max
i∈I
{ni}, ∅6=I⊆{1, . . . , d}
)
=
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxi∈I{ni}
I .
Next, we show that the claimed survival function (1) satisfies the local LM
property. Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , d} and let 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ik ≤ d, m, ni1 , . . . , nik ∈ N0.
Define n˜1, . . . , n˜d by
n˜j :=
{
nj , j ∈ {i1, . . . , ik}
0, j /∈ {i1, . . . , ik} .
Then,∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxj∈I{n˜j+m}
I =
( ∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxj∈I{n˜i}
I
)( ∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxj∈I{m}
I
)
,
which implies the assertion.
To prove (W), let (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼ GW(p˜). The event {τ1 > n1, . . . , τd > nd}
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means that the first n(1) outcomes are of type I = ∅, the next n(2) − n(1) out-
comes are I ∈ {∅, {pin(1)}}, the next n(3) − n(2) outcomes are I ∈ {∅, {pin(1)} ,
{pin(2)} , {pin(1), pin (2)}}, etc. Thus, with n(0) := 0 we have
P(τ1 > n1, . . . , τd > nd) =
d∏
k=1
( ∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pin(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I
)n(k)−n(k−1)
.
Finally, we show that the survival function (2) satisfies the local LM property.
Again, fix k∈{1, . . . , d} and let 1≤ i1<. . .<ik≤d, m, ni1 , . . . , nik ∈ N0. With
n˜1, . . . , n˜d defined as above
F¯Wn˜1+m,...,n˜d+m =
( ∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pin(i)/∈I ∀ i=1,...,d
p˜I
)m d∏
k=1
( ∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pin(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I
)n˜(k)−n˜(k−1)
= F¯Wm,...,mF¯
W
n˜1,...,n˜d
.
Hence the theorem. ✷
Proof of Theorem 2.6. By Theorem 2.5, the d-variate wide-sense geometric
distribution satisfies the local discrete LM property (3). Let (τ1, . . . , τd) be a
random vector on Nd satisfying the local discrete LM property (3). For I ⊆
{1, . . . , d}, define
p˜I = P
({τi > 1 ∀i /∈ I} ∩ {τi = 1 ∀i ∈ I}). (A.1)
We show that (τ1, . . . , τd) follows a GW ({p˜I}I⊆{1,...,d})-distribution with survival
function (2). First, we prove that (i) for k = 1, . . . , d,∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pi(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I = P(τpi(k) > 1, . . . , τpi(d) > 1),
for any permutation pi: {1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , d}, (ii)∑I p˜I = 1, (iii) p˜I ∈ [0, 1],
and (iv)
∑
I:k/∈I p˜I < 1 for k = 1, . . . , d. To see that (i) holds, check that for
k = 1, . . . , d∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pi(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I =
∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pi(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
P
({τi > 1 ∀i /∈ I} ∩ {τi = 1 ∀i ∈ I})
= P(τ1 > 1, . . . , τd > 1)
+
k−1∑
n=1
∑
1≤i1<...<in≤k−1
P
({
τj>1 ∀j /∈{pi(i1), . . . , pi(in)}
}∩{τj=1 ∀j∈{pi(i1), . . . , pi(in)}})
= P(τpi(k) > 1, . . . , τpi(d) > 1),
where the last equality is due to⋃
1≤i1<...<in≤k−1,
n=1,...,k−1
{{
τj>1 ∀j /∈{pi(i1), . . . , pi(in)}
}∩{τj=1 ∀j∈{pi(i1), . . . , pi(in)}}}∪{τ1>1, . . . , τd>1}
=
{
τi > 1 ∀i /∈ {pi(1), . . . , pi(k − 1)}
}
= {τpi(k) > 1, . . . , τpi(d) > 1}.
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(ii) follows immediately from (A.1) and the fact that (τ1, . . . , τd) is Nd-valued:∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
p˜I =
∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
P
({τi>1 ∀i/∈I} ∩ {τi=1 ∀i∈I}) = P(τ1≥1, . . . , τd≥1)=1.
(iii) is trivial, and (iv) follows from the finiteness of the components τk, k =
1, . . . , d. More precisely, using (i), it follows for k = 1, . . . , d, that∑
I:k/∈I
p˜I = P(τk > 1) < 1,
since, otherwise, by the LM property, P(τk > n) = P(τk > 1)n = 1 for all
n ∈ N0, contradicting τk <∞ almost surely. Finally, we show that (τ1, . . . , τd) ∼
GW({p˜I}I⊆{1,...,d}) with survival function as in (2). By the local LM property
(3),
P(τi1 > n, . . . , τik > n) = P(τi1 > 1, . . . , τik > 1)
n,
for k = 1, . . . , d, 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ik ≤ d, and n ∈ N0. From this, with pin :
{1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , d} being a permutation depending on n = (n1, . . . , nd)
such that npin(1) ≤ npin(2) ≤ . . . ≤ npin(d), we derive
P
(
τ1 > n1, . . . , τd > nd
)
= P
(
τpin(1) > n(1), . . . , τpin(d) > n(d)
)
= P
(
τpin(1)>n(1), τpin(2)>n(1)+(n(2)−n(1)), . . . , τpin(d)>n(1)+(n(d)−n(1))
)
= P
(
τpin(1)>n(1), . . . , τpin(d)>n(1)
)
P
(
τpin(2)>n(2)−n(1), . . . , τpin(d)>n(d)−n(1)
)
= P
(
τ1 > 1, . . . , τd > 1
)n(1)P(τpin(2) > 1, . . . , τpin(d) > 1)(n(2)−n(1))
× P(τpin(3) > n(3) − n(2), . . . , τpin(d) > n(d) − n(2))
=
d∏
k=1
P
(
τpin(k)>1, . . . , τpin(d)>1
)n(k)−n(k−1) = d∏
k=1
( ∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pin(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I
)n(k)−n(k−1) ,
where the last equality is due to (i). Definition 2.3 together with Theorem 2.5
give the result. ✷
Appendix B. Proofs from Section 3
Proof of Lemma 3.1. First, we prove the claim for the survival function in
(1). Necessity is shown via induction over the cardinality of subsets of {1, . . . , d}.
To begin with, it is shown that p{1} = . . . = p{d}. Exchangeability implies for
each k = 2, . . . , d that∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
I 6={1}
pI = F¯0,1,...,1 = F¯1,...,1,0,1,...,1 =
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
I 6={k}
pI .
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Division by
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d} pI = F¯1,...,1 on both sides gives p{1} = p{k}. Concern-
ing the induction step, assume the claim to be true for cardinalities less than or
equal to k < d and let I0 ⊆ {1, . . . , d} with |I0| = k + 1. Define
nj :=
{
1, j ∈ I0
0, j /∈ I0 , n˜j :=
{
1, j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}
0, j /∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} .
From exchangeability it follows that∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
I*I0
pI = F¯n1,...,nd = F¯n˜1,...,n˜d =
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
I*{1,...,k+1}
pI .
Division by
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d} pI = F¯1,...,1 on both sides implies
pI0
∏
∅6=I(I0
|I|≤k
pI
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:(∗)
= p{1,...,k+1}
∏
∅6=I({1,...,k+1}
|I|≤k
pI
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:(∗∗)
,
where (∗) = (∗∗) holds by induction hypothesis. Hence, p{1,...,k+1} = pI0 , and
the necessity is shown.
To prove sufficiency, assume that the parameters satisfy (7) and let pi denote
any permutation on {1, . . . , d}. Then, using the notation pi(I) := {pi(i) : i ∈ I},
F¯npi(1),...,npi(d) =
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxi∈I{npi(i)}
I =
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxi∈pi(I){ni}
I
=
∏
∅6=I⊆{1,...,d}
p
maxi∈pi(I){ni}
pi(I) = F¯n1,...,nd ,
where the third equality above follows from the assumption (7).
Now, we establish the claim for the survival function in (2). Necessity is
shown, again, via induction over the cardinality of subsets of {1, . . . , d}. From
F¯0,1,...,1 = F¯1,0,1,...,1 = . . . = F¯1,...,1,0, it follows that p˜{1} = . . . = p˜{d}. Assume
the claim is true for cardinalities less than or equal to k < d. From exchange-
ability of F¯n1,...,nd , it follows for all permutations pi on {1, . . . , d} that∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
i/∈I ∀ i=k+2,...,d
p˜I= P(τ1 > 0, . . . , τk+1 > 0, τk+2 > 1, . . . , τd > 1)
= P(τpi(1)>0, . . . , τpi(k+1)>0, τpi(k+2)>1, . . . , τpi(d)>1)=
∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pi(i)/∈I ∀ i=k+2,...,d
p˜I .
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From this, using the induction hypothesis, we infer
p˜{1,...,k+1} =
∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
i/∈I ∀ i=k+2,...,d
p˜I −
∑
I⊆{1,...,d}, |I|≤k
i/∈I ∀ i=k+2,...,d
p˜I
=
∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pi(i)/∈I ∀ i=k+2,...,d
p˜I −
∑
I⊆{1,...,d}, |I|≤k
pi(i)/∈I ∀ i=k+2,...,d
p˜I = p˜{pi(1),...,pi(k+1)}.
Hence the necessity.
To prove sufficiency, assume that the parameters satisfy (7) and let p˜i be any
permutation on {1, . . . , d}. Denoting p˜i(n) = (np˜i(1), . . . , np˜i(d)), and with pˆi:
{1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , d} being a permutation depending on p˜i(n) such that
npˆi(p˜i(1)) ≤ npˆi(p˜i(2)) ≤ . . . ≤ npˆi(p˜i(d)), we obtain
F¯np˜i(1),...,np˜i(d) =
d∏
k=1
( ∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pˆi(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I
)npˆi(k)−npˆi(k−1)
=
d∏
k=1
( ∑
I⊆{1,...,d}
pin(i)/∈I ∀ i=k,...,d
p˜I
)n(k)−n(k−1)
= F¯n1,...,nd ,
where the second equality above follows from assumption (7) together with
npˆi(k) = n(k) for all k = 1, . . . , d. Hence the lemma. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first show (N ). From Theorem 2.5 (N ) to-
gether with (9), the d-dimensional non-degenerate exchangeable narrow-sense
geometric survival function is given by
F¯Nn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
( d−k+1∏
i=1
p
(d−ki−1)
i
)n(d−k+1)
=
d∏
k=1
a
n(d−k+1)
k ,
with pk ∈ (0, 1] for all k = 1, . . . , d,
∏d
i=1 pi < 1, and {ak}dk=1 defined as in (8).
The formula for pk, k = 1, . . . , d, is justified by
k∏
i=1
a
(−1)(k−i)(k−1i−1)
d−i+1 =
k∏
i=1
( i∏
j=1
p
(i−1j−1)
j
)(−1)(k−i)(k−1i−1)
=
k∏
i=1
i∏
j=1
p
(−1)(k−i)(k−ji−j)(
k−1
j−1)
j
=
k∏
j=1
p
(−1)(k)(k−1j−1)
∑k
i=j(−1)
(i)(k−ji−j)
j =
k∏
j=1
p
(−1)(k+j)(k−1j−1)1{k=j}
j =pk,
where the fourth equality follows from
k∑
i=j
(−1)(i)
(
k − j
i− j
)
=
k−j∑
l=0
(−1)(l+j)
(
k − j
l
)
= (−1)(j)1{k=j}.
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Next, we show that pk ∈ (0, 1] for all k = 1, . . . , d and
∏d
i=1 pi < 1 if and only
if {ak}dk=1 ∈ SMd. To this end, observe that for k = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1,
∇k−1(ln a−1d−k+1) =
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k − 1
i
)
(− ln ad−k+i+1)
=
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)k−i−1
(
k − 1
i
)
(− lnad−i) =
k∑
i=1
(−1)k−i
(
k − 1
i− 1
)
(− ln ad−i+1)
= − ln
( k∏
i=1
a
(−1)(k−i)(k−1i−1)
d−i+1
)
= − ln pk,
and ∇k−1(lna−1d−k+1)≥0 for all k=1, . . . , d is equivalent to ∇d−k−1(−lnak+1)≥0
for all k = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1. Taking into account that
a1 =
d∏
i=1
p
(d−1i−1)
i ,
it follows that pk ∈ (0, 1] for all k = 1, . . . , d and
∏d
i=1 pi < 1 if and only
if {ak}dk=1 ∈ SMd. Furthermore, Theorem 2.5 (N ) together with (8) and
(9) imply that from any finite sequence {ak}dk=1 ∈ SMd one can construct
an exchangeable d-variate narrow-sense geometric distribution by choosing the
parameters p1, . . . , pd as
pk :=
k∏
i=1
ad−i+1
(−1)(k−i)(k−1i−1), k = 1, . . . , d.
Finally, given {bk}dk=1 as in (10), and denoting b0 := 1, observe that
∇d−k ln a−1k = ∇d−k ln bk−1 −∇d−k ln bk = ∇d−k+1 ln bk−1
for all k = 1, . . . , d. From this, we conclude that {bk}dk=0 ∈ LMd+1 if and only
if {ak}dk=1 ∈ SMd. With (11), the assertion follows.
Next, we prove (W). From Theorem 2.5 (W) together with (12) and (13),
the d-dimensional exchangeable wide-sense geometric survival function is given
by
F¯Wn1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
( d−k+1∑
i=1
(
d− k
i− 1
)
p˜i
)n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
=
d∏
k=1
β
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k ,
with p˜1, . . . , p˜d ∈ [0, 1],
∑d
i=1
(
d
i−1
)
p˜i ≤ 1,
∑d
i=1
(
d−1
i−1
)
p˜i < 1, and {βk}dk=1
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defined as in (13). The formula for p˜k, k = 1, . . . , d, is justified by
∇k−1βd−k+1=
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k − 1
i
)
βd−k+i+1=
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k − 1
i
)k−i∑
j=1
(
k − i− 1
j − 1
)
p˜j
=
k∑
j=1
k−j∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k − 1
i
)(
k − i− 1
j − 1
)
p˜j =
k∑
j=1
(
k − 1
j − 1
)
p˜j
k−j∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k − j
i
)
=
k∑
j=1
(
k − 1
j − 1
)
p˜j1{k=j} = p˜k.
Now, we infer (1, β1, . . . , βd)∈Md+1 from p˜1, . . . , p˜d∈[0, 1] with
∑d
i=1
(
d
i−1
)
p˜i≤1
and
∑d
i=1
(
d−1
i−1
)
p˜i < 1, and vice versa. For k = 1, . . . , d, it holds that ∇d−kβk =
p˜d−k+1. Further,
∇dβ0=
d∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
d
j
)
βj=β0+
d∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
d
j
)
βj=1+
d∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
d
j
)d−j+1∑
i=1
(
d− j
i− 1
)
p˜i
=1+
d∑
i=1
p˜i
d−i+1∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
d
j
)(
d− j
i− 1
)
=1+
d∑
i=1
(
d
i− 1
)
p˜i
d−i+1∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
d− i+ 1
j
)
=1+
d∑
i=1
(
d
i− 1
)
p˜i
( d−i+1∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
d− i + 1
j
)
−1
)
=1−
d∑
i=1
(
d
i− 1
)
p˜i.
Lastly, β1 =
∑d
i=1
(
d−1
i−1
)
p˜i, and, therefore, (1, β1, . . . , βd) ∈ Md+1 gives pre-
cisely the conditions on p˜1, . . . , p˜d as stated in the assertion. Furthermore,
Theorem 2.5 (N ) together with (12) and (13) imply that from any finite se-
quence {βk}dk=1 with (1, β1, . . . , βd) ∈ Md+1 one can construct an exchange-
able d-dimensional wide-sense geometric distribution by choosing the parame-
ters p˜1, . . . , p˜d as
p˜k = ∇k−1βd−k+1, k = 1, . . . , d.
This completes the proof. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Sufficiency follows directly from Theorem 3.5 (W).
To prove necessity, suppose that (9) defines a d-dimensional survival function.
As is easily seen, it is exchangeable and satisfies the local discrete LM prop-
erty (3). Hence, in view of Theorem 2.6, it is the survival function of a d-variate
exchangeable wide-sense geometric distribution. The claim follows now from
Theorem 3.5 (W). ✷
Appendix C. Proofs from Section 4
Proof of Proposition 4.4. That (i) implies (iv) follows directly from Corol-
lary 4.1, recalling that GN ,E ⊆ GW,E , together with the fact that LM∞ is closed
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under positive powers. The reverse implication is easy: since {bk}k∈N0 is strictly
positive, it follows for all k ∈ N0 and all j ∈ N that
∇j ln bk = lim
n→∞
n∇j( n
√
bk − 1) = lim
n→∞
n∇j n
√
bk ≥ 0.
The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is obtained from the closure of M∞ under
limits and products. To see why (ii) implies (iv), note that from the infinite
divisibility of κ, we have for all n∈N that
n
√
bk =
∫
[0,∞]
e−kxκn(dx), k ∈ N0, (C.1)
where κn is such that κ is the n-fold convolution on κn with itself. One verifies
using a simple induction that for all n, j ∈ N and for all k ∈ N0,
∇j n
√
bk = ∇j−1n
√
bk −∇j−1n
√
bk+1 =
∫
[0,∞]
e−kx
(
1− e−x)jκn(dx) ≥ 0,
implying that { n√bk}k∈N0 is completely monotone for all n ∈ N. Moreover, b0 =
1 since κ is a probability measure, b1 < 1 because κ is not concentrated at 0, and
bk > 0 for all k ∈ N0 as κ is not concentrated at ∞. Hence, { n
√
bk}k∈N0 ∈ M∞
for all n ∈ N. Finally, to show that (iv) implies (ii), it is enough to notice that,
in view of Hausdorff’s moment problem [16], { n√bk}k∈N0 can be represented as
the moment sequence (C.1) for some unique probability measure κn on [0,∞]
for all n ∈ N. Therefore, for all n ∈ N, κ1 is the n-fold convolution of κn with
itself, meaning that κ1 is infinitely divisible. And b1 ∈ (0, 1) yields κ({0}) < 1
and κ({∞}) < 1. ✷
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We first show that the model in (W) generates
precisely the family of GW,E -distributions. By Corollary 4.1 (W), every GW,E-
distribution is characterized by an infinite sequence (1, β1, β2, . . .) ∈M∞. From
the given sequence (1, β1, β2, . . .) ∈M∞, we construct an infinite exchangeable
sequence {τk}k∈N of random variables such that (τ1, . . . , τd) has the survival
function (12) for each d ≥ 2. To this end, denote β0 := 1 and assume that
{βk}k∈N0 ∈M∞. By virtue of Hausdorff’s moment problem, see [15, 16], there
exists a unique probability law η on the unit interval [0, 1] such that
βk =
∫
[0,1]
xk η(dx), k ∈ N0.
Now consider a probability space (Ω,F ,P) supporting the following independent
sequences of random variables:
• An i.i.d. sequence {Yk}k∈N, where Y1 ∼ η.
• An i.i.d. sequence {Ek}k∈N, where E1 ∼ Exp(1).
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Define the i.i.d. sequence {Xk}k∈N by Xk := − ln(Yk), k ∈ N. Notice that it
may hold that P(Yk = 0) > 0, in which case we have P(Xk = ∞) > 0 by
conveniently defining ln 0 := −∞. Define the sequence {τk}k∈N by
τk := min{n ∈ N : X1 + . . .+Xn ≥ Ek}, k ∈ N.
Notice that P(Xk = 0) < 1 by the assumption β1 < 1, implying that the τk are
well-defined in N. We compute for n1, . . . , nd ∈ N0 that
P(τ1 > n1, . . . , τd > nd) = P(X1 + . . .+Xn1 < E1, . . . , X1 + . . .+Xnd < Ed)
= E
[
P(X1+. . .+Xn1<E1, . . . , X1+. . .+Xnd<Ed |X1, . . . , Xn(d))
]
= E
[ d∏
k=1
P(X1 + . . .+Xnk < Ek |X1, . . . , Xn(d))
]
= E
[ d∏
k=1
e−(X1+...+Xnk )
]
= E
[
e
−d (X1+...+Xn(1) ) e
−(d−1) (Xn(1)+1+...+Xn(2) ) · · · e−(Xn(d−1)+1+...+Xn(d) )
]
=
d∏
k=1
E
[
e
−(d−k+1) (Xn(k−1)+1+...+Xn(k) )
]
=
d∏
k=1
E
[(
e−X1
)(d−k+1)]n(k)−n(k−1)
=
d∏
k=1
E
[(
e−X1
)k]n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
=
d∏
k=1
E
[
Y k1
]n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)= d∏
k=1
β
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k .
Finally, by Corollary 4.1 (N ), the distribution of (τ1, . . . , τd) is geometric in the
narrow sense if and only if (1, β1, β2, . . .) ∈ LM∞. In view of Proposition 4.4,
it is the case precisely when the distribution of X1 is infinitely divisible. ✷
Appendix D. Proofs from Section 5
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Let {F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 , given by
F¯n1,...,nd =
d∏
k=1
a
n(d−k+1)
k =
d∏
k=1
b
n(d−k+1)−n(d−k)
k ,
be a d-dimensional survival function, where b0 := 1 and {bk}dk=1 is as in (10).
We show that {F¯n1,...,nd}n1,...,nd∈N0 is MRTI if and only if akak+1 =
b2k
bk−1bk+1
≤ 1
∀k = 1, . . . , d− 1.
P(τk>nk | τ1>n1, . . . , τk−1>nk−1) ≥ P(τk>nk | τ1>n˜1, . . . , τk−1>n˜k−1) (D.1)
holds for all ni, n˜i ∈ N0 with ni ≥ n˜i, i = 1, . . . , k − 1, and all k = 2, . . . , d if
and only if ak/ak+1 ≤ 1. Fix an arbitrary k ∈ {2, . . . , d}. Define the sequence
{Ti}k−1i=1 recursively by
Ti := Ti−1 + sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[i]− sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[i]
+ sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[i]− sort(n1, . . . , nk)[i],
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where T0 := 0, and for i ∈ N, i ≤ k, sort(n1, . . . , nk)[i] denotes the i-th
reverse order statistic of the set {n1, . . . , nd}, so that sort(n1, . . . , nk)[1] ≥
sort(n1, . . . , nk)[2] ≥ . . . ≥ sort(n1, . . . , nk)[k]. Observe that
Tk−1 =
k−1∑
i=1
sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[i]−
k−1∑
i=1
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[i]
+
k−1∑
i=1
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[i]−
k−1∑
i=1
sort(n1, . . . , nk)[i]
=
k−1∑
i=1
ni +
k−1∑
i=1
n˜i + nk −
k∑
i=1
ni −
k−1∑
i=1
n˜i
+ sort(n1, . . . , nk)[k]− sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[k]
= sort(n1, . . . , nk)[k]− sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[k].
This allows us to write the ratio of conditional probabilities in (D.1) as
P(τk>nk | τ1>n1, . . . , τk−1>nk−1)
P(τk>nk | τ1>n˜1, . . . , τk−1>n˜k−1)=
∏k
i=1a
sort(n1,...,nk)[i]
i
∏k−1
i=1a
sort(n˜1,...,n˜k−1)[i]
i∏k−1
i=1a
sort(n1,...,nk−1)[i]
i
∏k
i=1a
sort(n˜1,...,n˜k−1,nk)[i]
i
=a
sort(n1,...,nk)[k]−sort(n˜1,...,n˜k−1,nk)[k]
k
k−1∏
i=1
a
Ti−1−Ti
i =
(a2
a1
)T1(a3
a2
)T2
. . .
( ak
ak−1
)Tk−1
.
It can be easily seen that the terms T1 and Tk−1 are non-negative. We show
that actually all elements of {Ti}k−1i=1 are non-negative, which results in
P(τk>nk | τ1>n1, . . . , τk−1>nk−1) ≥ P(τk>nk | τ1>n˜1, . . . , τk−1>n˜k−1)
if and only if ai+1/ai ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , k − 1, as claimed. The equivalence holds,
since for each i ∈ {2, . . . , k},
P(τk > nk | τ1 > n1, . . . , τk−1 > nk−1)
P(τk > nk | τ1 > n˜1, . . . , τk−1 > n˜k−1) =
ai
ai−1
by choosing nj = n˜j = 2 for all j = 1, . . . , i − 2, nj = n˜j = 0 for all j =
i, . . . , k − 1, ni−1 = nk = 1, and n˜i−1 = 0.
To complete the proof, we show that {Ti}k−1i=1 is non-negative. For this, order
the sets {n1, . . . , nk} and {n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk}. Then, there exist j, l ∈ {1, . . . , k},
j ≤ l, such that
nk = sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[j],
nk = sort(n1, . . . , nk)[l].
Notice that
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[m] = sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[m] ∀ m < j,
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[m] = sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[m− 1] ∀ m > j,
sort(n1, . . . , nk)[m] = sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[m] ∀ m < l,
sort(n1, . . . , nk)[m] = sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[m− 1] ∀ m > l.
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Hence, Ti = 0 for all i < j. For i ≥ l, we compute
Ti =
i∑
m=1
sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[m]−
i∑
m=1
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[m]
+
i∑
m=1
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1, nk)[m]−
i∑
m=1
sort(n1, . . . , nk)[m]
=
i∑
m=1
sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[m]−
i∑
m=1
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[m]
+
j−1∑
m=1
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[m] + nk +
i∑
m=j+1
sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[m− 1]
−
l−1∑
m=1
sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[m]− nk −
i∑
m=l+1
sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[m− 1]
= sort(n1, . . . , nk−1)[i]− sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[i] ≥ 0.
Finally, if j < l, then, arguing analogously, we obtain for j ≤ i < l,
Ti = nk − sort(n˜1, . . . , n˜k−1)[i] ≥ 0.
This verifies (W). (N ) follows by noticing that {ak}dk=1 is non-decreasing for
any set of parameters {ak}dk=1 of a d-variate GN ,X -distribution. ✷
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